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1. Introduction

1.1 Background CIVITAS

CIVITAS - cleaner and better transport in cities - stands for CIty-VITAlity-Sustainability. With the CIVITAS Initiative, the EC aims to generate a decisive breakthrough by supporting and evaluating the implementation of ambitious integrated sustainable urban transport strategies that should make a real difference for the welfare of the European citizen.

CIVITAS I started in early 2002 (within the 5th Framework Research Programme); CIVITAS II started in early 2005 (within the 6th Framework Research Programme) and CIVITAS PLUS started in late 2008 (within the 7th Framework Research Programme).

The objective of CIVITAS-Plus is to test and increase the understanding of the frameworks, processes and packaging required to successfully introduce bold, integrated and innovative strategies for clean and sustainable urban transport that address concerns related to energy-efficiency, transport policy and road safety, alternative fuels and the environment.

Within CIVITAS I (2002-2006) there were 19 cities clustered in 4 demonstration projects, within CIVITAS II (2005-2009) 17 cities in 4 demonstration projects, whilst within CIVITAS PLUS (2008-2012) 25 cities in 5 demonstration projects are taking part. These demonstration cities all over Europe are funded by the European Commission.

Objectives:

to promote and implement sustainable, clean and (energy) efficient urban transport measures
to implement integrated packages of technology and policy measures in the field of energy and transport in 8 categories of measures
to build up critical mass and markets for innovation

Horizontal projects support the CIVITAS demonstration projects & cities by:

Cross-site evaluation and Europe wide dissemination in co-operation with the demonstration projects
The organisation of the annual meeting of CIVITAS Forum members
Providing the Secretariat for the Political Advisory Committee (PAC)
Development of policy recommendations for a long-term multiplier effect of CIVITAS

Key elements of CIVITAS

CIVITAS is co-ordinated by cities: it is a programme “of cities for cities”
Cities are in the heart of local public private partnerships
Political commitment is a basic requirement
Cities are living ‘Laboratories’ for learning and evaluating

1.2 Background ARCHIMEDES

ARCHIMEDES is an integrating project, bringing together 6 European cities to address problems and opportunities for creating environmentally sustainable, safe and energy efficient transport systems in medium sized urban areas.
The objective of ARCHIMEDES is to introduce innovative, integrated and ambitious strategies for clean, energy-efficient, sustainable urban transport to achieve significant impacts in the policy fields of energy, transport, and environmental sustainability. An ambitious blend of policy tools and measures will increase energy-efficiency in transport, provide safer and more convenient travel for all, using a higher share of clean engine technology and fuels, resulting in an enhanced urban environment (including reduced noise and air pollution). Visible and measurable impacts will result from significantly sized measures in specific innovation areas. Demonstrations of innovative transport technologies, policy measures and partnership working, combined with targeted research, will verify the best frameworks, processes and packaging required to successfully transfer the strategies to other cities.

1.3 Participant Cities

The ARCHIMEDES project focuses on activities in specific innovation areas of each city, known as the ARCHIMEDES corridor or zone (depending on shape and geography). These innovation areas extend to the peri-urban fringe and the administrative boundaries of regional authorities and neighbouring administrations.

The two Learning cities, to which experience and best-practice will be transferred, are Monza (Italy) and Ústí nad Labem (Czech Republic). The strategy for the project is to ensure that the tools and measures developed have the widest application throughout Europe, tested via the Learning Cities’ activities and interaction with the Lead City partners.

1.3.1 Leading City Innovation Areas

- The four Leading cities in the ARCHIMEDES project are:
  - Aalborg (Denmark);
  - Brighton & Hove (UK);
  - Donostia-San Sebastián (Spain); and
  - Iasi (Romania).

Together the Lead Cities in ARCHIMEDES cover different geographic parts of Europe. They have the full support of the relevant political representatives for the project, and are well able to implement the innovative range of demonstration activities.

The Lead Cities are joined in their local projects by a small number of key partners that show a high level of commitment to the project objectives of energy-efficient urban transportation. In all cases the public transport company features as a partner in the proposed project.

2. Aalborg

The City of Aalborg, with extensive experience of European cooperation and having previously participated in CIVITAS I (VIVALDI) as a ‘follower’ city, is coordinating the consortium and ensures high quality management of the project. The City has the regional public transport authority (NT) as a local partner, and framework agreements with various stakeholder organisations.

Aalborg operates in a corridor implementing eight different categories of measures ranging from changing fuels in vehicles to promoting and marketing the use of soft measures. The city of Aalborg has successfully developed similar tools and measures through various initiatives, like the CIVITAS-VIVALDI and MIDAS projects. In ARCHIMEDES, Aalborg aims to
build on this work, tackling innovative subjects and combining with what has been learned from other cities in Europe. The result is an increased understanding and experience, in order to then share with other Leading cities and Learning cities.

Aalborg has recently expanded its size by the inclusion of neighbouring municipalities outside the peri-urban fringe. The Municipality of Aalborg has a population of some 194,149, and the urban area a population of some 121,540. The ARCHIMEDES corridor runs from the city centre to the eastern urban areas of the municipality and forms an ideal trial area for demonstrating how to deal with traffic and mobility issues in inner urban areas and outskirts of the municipality. University faculties are situated at 3 sites in the corridor (including the main university site). The area covers about 53 square kilometres, which is approximately 5% of the total area of the municipality of Aalborg. The innovation corridor includes different aspects of transport in the urban environment, including schools, public transport, commuting, goods distribution and traffic safety. The implementation of measures and tools fit into the framework of the urban transport Plan adopted by the Municipality.

![Figure 1 The Archimedes corridor in Aalborg](image)

### 3. Background to the Deliverable

In Aalborg, as in most other cities of the same size, congestion is an increasing problem. The situation in Aalborg is particularly difficult as the Limfjord divides the city into two parts, connected only by a bridge in the city centre and a highway tunnel in the periphery of the city. Over a distance of 65 km, these are the only two road connections across the fjord.

These two road connections across the fjord are intensively used for local traffic inside the municipality of Aalborg, and for regional traffic, where most traffic to and from Vendsyssel, an area at some 3.400 km², have to pass. At the same time, the international traffic (to Sweden and Norway) including many HGVs, goes through the tunnel connection. This makes the two connections a ‘bottleneck’.

The traffic flow is normally acceptable outside peak hours, but there are rising congestion problems in peak hours, and the size of peak hour is growing. At the same time, the number
of roads influenced by congestion is rising and congestion is not limited to the major roads but spreads out to other roads in the city.

If only a small amount of the traffic could be moved to less congested times or roads, major infrastructure investments could be avoided or postponed, travellers’ time comprising a substantial socio-economic value could be saved and the negative impact on environment and fuel consumption from cars idling in queues could be reduced.

To address these consequences of rising congestion, the City of Alborg decided to follow three parallel approaches.

1. A proportionate amount of resources has to be spent on developing the infrastructure on the right time and at the right location. To achieve the required overview of the situation to make the appropriate allocation and prioritisation of resources, a congestion monitoring system is needed. In addition, this system needs to be able to show the variations in congestion over the day and year, and the long-term trends from year to year.

2. The travel behaviour of road users has to be influenced to move traffic away from peak hour and most congested roads. This has to be achieved by using historical data from the congestion monitoring system to inform the road users on expected travel speed on different times and routes. This information should be given both before and during travel.

3. The traffic flow on the roads has to be optimised based on present traffic load on the road network. This can be achieved by letting an adaptive signal control system manage the prioritisation in the most important intersections.

The implementation of this task 8.3 has been based on the output from task 11.8., R70.1 “Study of next generation navigation system”.

### 3.1 Summary Description of Task

The purpose of this task is to limit congestion problems by following the three approaches outlined above and put into practice by:

1. Collecting information on accessibility from road users and use these data
   a. for planning purposes – arguing for resources and allocating the resources to the roads most needing resources, and
   b. to influence road users’ choice of travel time and travel route, by making expected travel times available for them via GIS congestion map and in-car navigation units.
2. Implementing an intelligent intersection controlling system to demonstrate impact of adaptive signal controlling on the main ring route.

1) Data on accessibility - and thereby congestion level – for all roads in the Aalborg area, collected by navigational units in cars, have been acquired. Data is collected by a great number of private cars equipped with navigation units. To supplement data collection, 100 navigational units were purchased and distributed to local taxis. The amount of data is sufficient for doing analyses at road segment level, divided into seasons and time of day.
1a) A congestion monitoring system has been developed, based on these data. The monitoring system is handling speed data on individual road segments for 5 minutes intervals for each day-type. The monitoring system can be used for user specific planning analyse purposes.

1b) Finalised analyses for the major road network on speed levels and congestion factors inside and outside the two peak hours and for the 4 seasons have been carried out on the same data, and have been made accessible for road users on the Internet in the form of KML files on Google Maps.

Every three months new speed profiles are downloaded to the car’s navigation units, thereby helping the driver to avoid congested times or routes. These speed profiles are refined each quarter based on driving times collected from the cars previous quarter.

2) On a part of the main ring route in Aalborg a new adaptive signal control system, a SPOT system has been implemented. The system controls the red and green lights according to traffic flow in adjacent intersections. The main ring route has been chosen as the demonstration area because the reconstruction of the harbour front is causing a shift of traffic from this area to the main ring route.

4. Congestion Monitoring and Counteracting using Telematics in Aalborg

4.1 Description of work done

4.1.1 Planning

Data based Congestion monitoring and information
When this task was first described in the proposal to EU, no organised car-based collection of congestion data was ongoing, and the only technical possibility seemed to be to develop and install a dedicated data collection unit in a small number of cars. Such a setup, for economical reasons only using data from 10 cars, was described in the technical workplan of this measure. The possibility to use existing data from 400 taxis as a supplement was taken into consideration.

At the time of implementation the technical possibilities had changed. Research showed that a manufacturer of car navigation units, TomTom, had implemented data collection in their navigation units. The TomTom units in all cars collect the information about driven speed on all road segments together with date and time for all trips, regardless of whether the unit is used or not – unless the user refuses during installation. When connected to a PC this information is uploaded to TomTom. Consequently, TomTom has more than 3,000,000,000,000 speed measurements.

For the Aalborg area, this means that any congestion analyses can be carried out on even the smallest road segment with much better precision, than if we did our own data collection.
At the same time, analyses of the existing taxi data showed that the resolution was only one observation per three minutes. This was shown to be too infrequent to satisfy the increasing ambitions for congestion analyses.

Consequently, it was decided to try to persuade TomTom to join some kind of cooperation, giving the City of Aalborg access to the congestion data. After some negotiations, it was agreed that the City of Aalborg could buy these data, on the terms that the data could not reach the company’s competitors. The city of Aalborg was the first public body outside the Netherlands, to utilize the TomTom data for traffic planning and information.

The quality of the data is far beyond everything foreseen in the ARCHIMEDES contract, and so are the possibilities for using the data. The expenses for this solution though, are also higher than budgeted in the project. It was decided to buy these data and let the City of Aalborg themselves pay the extra costs that were not foreseen in the ARCHIMEDES budget.

It was also decided to buy 100 navigation units from TomTom to be installed in 100 local taxis driving in the Aalborg area to further accelerate the data accumulation.

As a result of exchanging 10 dedicated units for 100 standard navigation units, the way the drivers’ behaviour was influenced before and during driving had to be rethought.

Instead of giving information back into 10 dedicated units during driving, it was decided to use the standard navigation units. With the chosen approach, it is possible to update speed profiles in all the navigation units with more accurate driving times every time the maps are updated. This includes the units in the 100 taxis. Each quarter they deliver new data to TomTom, and in the same process, they receive more precise speed profiles, based on data, from their own cars and from all other users of TomTom units, from the previous quarter. In this way they are improving their own route guidance each time they deliver data, and this is the motivation for a positive cooperation from the taxi drivers.

The ‘before trip’ information is implemented via the internet, as planned on the time of preparing the original measure description. But instead of presenting static pictures, where different colours represented different speed levels on the roads, an interactive Google Maps solution has been developed. On the map you can choose to see congestion level or speed level, you can choose between the two peak hours, and between the four seasons of the year.

Adaptive Signal Controlling System

Implementing the SPOT system is a task more or less independent from the data tasks, as this element involves controlling behaviour by intelligently controlling traffic light.

The original task description was based on a demonstration project with an adaptive signal controlling system on the main ring route. The main ring route was chosen as the demonstration area because, as a consequence of the renewing of the Harbour front - of which measure 42 ‘Provision for soft modes’ is a part - a lot of traffic shifted from the harbour front to the ring route. So it is an objective for this sub task to test if an adaptive controlling system can handle the increased amount of traffic, avoiding an increase in congestion level, causing traffic queuing and increasing energy consumption.

After the demonstration road stretch had been defined, and the system specified, a contract was signed with two suppliers – one for the system and one for electrical work in the streets.
After the contracts had been signed a project working group with participation from the suppliers and the City of Aalborg has conducted the detailed planning and implementation.

4.1.2 Implementation

4.1.2.1 Data collection

The data on accessibility is collected by the supplier of navigation units, TomTom.

During all trips TomTom units collects data on speed level on all road segments with date and time stamps. This data collection is active on all trips regardless of whether the device is used for route guidance or not. When connected to a PC for map update, free update of road network or other functions, the collected data is uploaded to TomTom – unless this have been rejected during first setup of the device.

Due to the great number of devices, and the strategy of continuous data collection in all situations, the uploaded data sums up to enormous amounts.

Before the City of Aalborg bought the data, TomTom did some analyses to evaluate if there were enough data on the roads in Aalborg to do significant analyses. It was concluded that even on a small data sample only including data for the morning peak hour in the summer season (only defined as 6 weeks) there were enough data to do reliable congestion analyses.

But to accelerate the data collecting even further the City of Aalborg bought 100 navigation units that were installed in 100 local taxis running in the Aalborg area – as a replacement for the supposed 10 dedicated data collecting units. As one taxi runs maybe 6-8 times more a year than an ordinary car, the 100 units accumulates as much data as 600-800 private cars – and on all roads, where a private car typically does most of the mileages on the same road between home and work.

At TomTom, data is kept in raw data form, but anonymous, for special analysis as origin / destination matrices or accessibility analyses. These data are used for the peak hour analysis that the city of Aalborg is presenting on Google maps on the internet.
Furthermore, the data is aggregated to higher levels for use in the navigation units. These data are used as the foundation for the congestion monitoring system in Aalborg.

4.1.2.2 Setting up a congestion monitoring system

Based on the data from the navigation units, a congestion monitoring system was set up. The system was designed for internal use in the Traffic & Road department, to support the planning processes. An external consultant was hired to develop the monitoring system based on the TomTom data and integrating both numerical analyses and GIS functionality.

Data model

The congestion monitoring system uses aggregated data, as the amount of data is so huge, that it would not be possible to handle all data in the model locally. As the data model is developed at TomTom primarily for use in car navigation units, a great effort is put into simplifying the model and limiting the data size without losing any information. This is achieved by aggregating data for each road segment for each day of the week and in 5 minutes intervals, keeping this information in a relational database.

When generating the database, all speed measurements for one road segment are divided into the 7 days of the week and 5 minutes intervals. With the night-time free flow speed as index 100 and each 5 minutes average as percentages thereof, a profile for each day for the road segment is calculated. After all profiles have been calculated, the profiles are compared and the necessary numbers of standard profiles are created. So for each day of the week each road segment is related to one of the standard profiles. When knowing the values of each road segment’s 7 speed profiles and the road segments’ free flow speeds and lengths, it is possible to calculate the speed on the segments, the travel time for the segments and the congestion level – by comparing with free flow speed - for every 5 minutes for a given day of the week.

![Figure 3 A speed profile showing severe congestion in peak hours, but also in daytime between these times](image-url)
The dataset in the congestion system is aggregated over 2-3 years, and is not separated on date level. That is, it is not possible to do analyses on specific dates or seasons, but it is possible to analyse trends by comparing changes from dataset to dataset.

First use of data indicated that there could be two types of problems.

The speed profile data model is very simple and fast to work with, and a resolution of 5 minutes is more than enough for most purposes. However, the data is collected and refined with the purpose of being used in navigation units. Use of data compared with daily experiences from Aalborg indicates that the data are sufficient for measuring and predicting the traffic flow in normal situations, where breakdown of traffic does not usually occur, but we are uncertain if the data is not biased by not taking into account data from cars when the traffic is at a complete stop.

Secondly, working with the data shows that analysis done on raw data (KMZ files) gives a different level of congestion than analysis done on the aggregated speed profile data. It has not been possible to indentify the reason for this yet. Even though speed profile data are aggregated over 2 years, and the KMZ file analysis is done on raw data from the latest year, this should not influence the result. This implies that there could be some kind of systematic bias in the data. It is possible that both problems are indicators of the same bias.

Analysis based on the speed profiles indicates significant lower speed in night hours and significant higher speed in peak hours. That is, the expected travel time in night hours is overestimated compared to real traffic flow and the expected travel time in peak hours is underestimated compared to real traffic flow. This might be a reasonable approach for use of data in the cars, but for analyse purposes the raw data based KMZ files gives a much better picture of the real world traffic situation.

Functions in the congestion monitoring system

A congestion monitoring system has been developed. The purpose of the system is make it possible to complete analyses on speed level and congestion level, to be used as input to, and qualifying, the planning process. The analyses shall be used to map the long term growths in congestion to secure the appropriate allocation of resources to the expansion of road structure, and the mapping of ‘bottlenecks’ in the road structure shall be used for allocating available resources to the roads most needing those resources.

In order to have better use of the valuable Speed Profiles from TomTom for the traffic planners in the city of Aalborg, an Excel program integrating with ArcGIS has been made to gain a quick overview of the measured travel speeds on specific road stretches.

A function in ArcGIS has been developed to select the segment identification numbers from the Tele Atlas road network database for each road segment in a specific road stretch, and to export these to the Excel program.
In the Excel program, the list of segment IDs is imported, and two different types of Excel charts illustrating travel speed and free flow speed are automatically created. It is possible to create Google KMZ files showing the same information in 3D on a geographic background locally in Google Earth or on the Internet at Google Maps.

It is also possible to create Google KMZ files showing all road segments in the entire road network which at times are subject to traffic congestion above a defined level.
Cleaner and better transport in cities

Figure 5 Output from congestion monitoring system. Average travel speed for a stretch of 11 km on the highway - calculated for each 5 minutes intervals.

Figure 6 Output from congestion monitoring system. Accumulated travel time for a stretch of 11 km on the highway. Selected day of week and time, compared to free flow.
Figure 7 Output from congestion monitoring system. Google Earth file showing expected speed level for selected day of week and time (yellow) compared to free flow (blue) in 3D on a geographic background.
4.1.2.3 Presentation of Congestion data to road users

With the purpose to influence road users’ choice of travel time and travel route, expected travel times are presented to the road users via two channels:

1. before a trip via congestion maps on the Internet and
2. during trips via the speed profiles in the navigation units.

Datamodel

These analyses are done at TomTom directly on raw data from all trip segments with no previous aggregation of data. Thus, it has been possible to complete the analyses on one calendar year, to divide the data into seasons and to exclude data from Danish Bank Holidays from analyses of weekdays etc. As analysis is done on raw data it has been possible to do the analyses on user defined peak hours, and not on the predefined 5 minutes intervals.

Data from the next calendar year will be received from TomTom by end February 2011 and will make it possible to complete time trends analyses.
Pre-trip information on the Internet.

As part of ARCHIMEDES measure 9 (Modernising Travel Information), the information on expected speed and congestion level for the major road network in Aalborg is presented on the Internet at trafikken.dk/nordjylland.

Interactive Google maps are used as the media, showing speed and congestion data from analyses contained in kmz files.

Firstly, the city of Aalborg identified the major network, and then special analyses were done on raw data at TomTom. That is, analyses were completed on all individual measurements in the database without any previous aggregation.

Analyses have been completed on road segment level for the selected road network. Data for weekdays have been sorted by year, four seasons and time of day (Morning peak hour, day time, evening peak hour, night time, whole day). For each of these combinations analyses have been done for speed level and for level of congestion. The 40 resulting analyses for all road segments have been combined into 40 kmz files – with information labels on road segment level. The result can utilised by all users of the national transport information site trafikken.dk/nordjylland.
When entering the site, as a default you can see the speed level for the present time of year and time of day. Peak hour, winter and speed in the example on Figure 10. Other seasons, day times or congestion view can be selected by moving the check marks.

Figure 10 Opening picture on traffic information site. In the green top dialog you can choose between seasons, times of day and speed or congestion level. This figure shows speed level.
Figure 11 Road users can zoom in to see the speed profile or congestion level on each road segment in his commuter route. In this example, the label shows the congestion level as ratio between speed in morning peak hour (16.94 km/h) and in night free flow (51.23 km/h).
When zooming closer into the map, you can see the different speed levels in the different directions of the road in peak hours compared to free flow.

Figure 12 Very different congestion level towards or from City in peak hour. Almost no effect from city, but speed reduced to 1/3 of night level towards City.

Figure 13 In the afternoon peak hour moderate effect in both directions
When choosing a different season, you can evaluate the effect of ‘time of year’

Figure 14 Congestion in the winter (top) – Less in the summer (below)
Tomtom has an internet base route planner, routes.tomtom.com that uses the same data as the navigation units. This services also benefits from the improved quality of data, due to the greater amount of observations, thanks to the 100 extra units in taxis.

**Speed profiles in the navigation units.**

Another part of the task is to try making congestion information available for road users in the cars. In the first description in the DoW, it was supposed that it would be necessary to install 10 dedicated units in test cars to archive this. As described above this approach is replaced by installing 100 standard navigation units in taxis and furthermore to use the navigation units already present in the private cars in the Aalborg area.

When communicating congestion level to car drivers the benefit from this approach is that the information goes, not only to 10 test cars or 100 taxis, but to all users of TomTom systems, that is, many thousands of potential road users over the project period.

As described above, data are collected each day by TomTom users including the 100 taxis. Four times a year a new road network is calculated with new more precise speed profiles for all roads. This information is downloaded to the navigation units and the unit becomes more and more able to avoid congested roads in the route planning. The user can even plan ahead in time and thus avoid congested time periods.

Only updating the speed profiles on the road network four times a year means that the information is not Real Time and does not take any accidents or road construction work into account when planning. This is handled by the standard TMC\(^1\) and HQ traffic\(^2\) functions outside the ARCHIMEDES project. It would have been very interesting and challenging to work with real time data in this task. Regrettably this is not possible – and using historical

---

1 Traffic Message Channel (TMC) is a technology for delivering traffic and travel information to drivers used by the public authorities.

2 HQ traffic is a proprietary GSM based technology used by TomTom for delivering traffic information to drivers with TomTom subscription
data updated 4 times a year is still better than planned in the original technical description of this measure.

**4.1.2.4 Implementation of an adaptive signal control system.**

With the purpose of optimising the traffic flow on the demonstration part of the main ring route an adaptive signal control system (SPOT system) was implemented.

The SPOT system replaced an existing control system based on a coordinated and fixed time intersection signal control. In some of the intersections the phases in the traffic lights were controlled on the basis of measurements of traffic flow from the access roads in each intersection.

The SPOT system is adaptive in the sense that each signal is controlled more dynamically as a part of a model that calculates a prognosis for the traffic flow at all the intersections in the SPOT area, aiming to minimise the accumulated waiting time for road users in the system. Where the optimisation of one intersection in the present system is only dependant on measurements of the traffic flow going into the intersection, in the SPOT system the optimisation also takes into account traffic going out of the other intersections in the road network comprising the system. As one of the parameters in the optimisation are priority requests from the bus prioritisation system for public transport, public transport can be given
priority by giving buses a higher weighting factor, while other means of transport are still taken into consideration.

The order for the new system comprised the development of new plans for detectors around all intersections and installation of requested detectors:

- New fall-back signal plans and signal plans controlled by SPOT for each intersection
- New controllers and new hardware in some of the intersections.
- The central software system and a hosting contract for the central system.
- New routers in intersections and the change to a new communication network.

Figure 17 Location of the signals and detectors on the SPOT stretch
Figure 18 illustrating one of the signal phase plans used as basis for the adaptive control

Measurements of driving times through the area were established via a number of control trips carried out by students to establish before-data for evaluation.

At the time for producing this deliverable the physical implementation of the SPOT system is completed. A Pre-test has been conducted, but revealed some minor malfunctions. The test was cancelled and corrections initiated. So at the present, there are no experiences from practical use to pass on. It is still the plan to carry out the formal Site Acceptance Test on the 21st February 2011.
4.2 Communication

Cooperation
During the process of implementing these tasks, the city of Aalborg had good cooperation with suppliers and other stakeholders.

In this report, we wish to stress the cooperation with TomTom and with Aalborg Taxa.

TomTom have been open for using their data for purposes other than they were created for. They were willing to go into an open and constructive dialogue for setting up a solution that fits the aim described in the ARCHIMEDES project.

One of the reasons that it succeeded for the City of Aalborg to establish this cooperation, were that we were able to initiate a dialogue with persons placed high enough in the R&D department of TomTom in the Netherlands, and that the City of Aalborg was prepared to take part in meetings with the right people in Stockholm and in Amsterdam to get the cooperation established and working.

In the cooperation with Aalborg Taxa, the taxi organisation, has been willing to join the project in a positive manner. They have been prepared to see that the project would be to mutual benefit for both parties. The management of Aalborg Taxa have been prepared to take responsibility for motivating the drivers to join the project, for overcoming the possible barrier of the drivers fear for having their driving habits registered/monitored, and for taking over the daily responsibility for administrating the navigation unit including handling support to software and hardware errors.

As previously mentioned a project group with participation from the two suppliers in the SPOT project and the City of Aalborg have acted as working group for the detail planning and implementation of SPOT.

Press coverage.
When signing the contract between TomTom and the City of Aalborg, when joining the cooperation with Aalborg Taxa, and when releasing the congestion information system on trafikken.dk/nordjylland, there was good press coverage of the project.

When signing the contract TomTom and the City of Aalborg a common press release was issued. Likewise, a common press release with Taxa was released describing the project and the cooperation when handing over the 100 units to Aalborg Taxa.

The first press release was shown on a great number of internet news sites in different languages, where as the second press release was aimed at the national press.

As one example, Figure 19 shows, the press release was uploaded on, www.telematicsnews.info.
TomTom and the city of Aalborg (Denmark) have signed an agreement under which TomTom is delivering highly accurate traffic information to better manage traffic flows in the city and to provide better information to road users.

Through the agreement, Aalborg will leverage TomTom Custom Travel Times, which is based on a unique, proprietary database of historical travel times, with road speed measurements gathered over the past several years.

Custom Travel Times is now being utilized by the public sector like the city of Aalborg. It has been incorporated into the city’s “Archimedes project” within the CIVITAS+ framework, a European initiative that aims to find smart traffic solutions for a better environment.

To further build on the volume of data available in the TomTom solution, the city of Aalborg has entered into an agreement with Aalborg Taxi (a local taxi company), whereby 100 TomTom navigation devices will be used by Taxi for collecting even more local road congestion data.

Data from these taxis will provide thousands of additional, local GPS measurements to TomTom anonymously and generate additional traffic data TomTom will use this valuable information, along with its powerful database of historical traffic information, to calculate route directions more precisely and Aalborg will apply this context for planning purposes and to inform road users.

The first analysis of congestion in Aalborg will soon be available for review online at the traffic site: www.trafikkon.dk/nerdjylland.

Through this collaboration, the routing information delivered by TomTom will be far more accurate and the city of Aalborg will be able to manage peak-hour traffic congestion better than ever before.

Additionally, this data will become available for all TomTom users via TomTom IQ RoutesTM every time maps are updated, hence the whole TomTom end user community will benefit.

Figure 19 Telematicsnews.info showing part of the press release on the cooperation between TomTom and the City of Aalborg
Also, the newspaper and internet site for the Danish engineers wrote an article on the subject.

![Figure 20 Article at site for Danish engineers. Headline: ‘GPS in taxis to collect traffic data in North Jutland’](image)

Apart from making publicity for the CIVITAS – ARCHIMEDES Project, and the TomTom – City of Aalborg cooperation, the different articles helped to promote the traffic information site created as part of measure 9 and the subpage created in this task.
The regional newspaper had more articles on the project. Among others the one shown in Figure 21 with the headline: ‘Taxis to investigate the road network’ and the sub heading: ‘Delays: The city of Aalborg wants to help roads users through peak hour.’
In the internet version of the regional newspaper, the focus in the article was also on the cooperation with Taxa - for some reason they chose to tilt the picture:

**Figure 22 Regional newspaper - net site : ‘100 taxis to investigate the road network’**
The national radio did some news spots on the project. Figure 23 shows the station's internet site.

**Figure 23 National radio site. ‘Taxis working for the municipality’**
The congestion monitoring project was presented at a conference for ITS experts in Finland, and a paper has been submitted to the ITS Europe conference in 2011.

Before starting to implement the SPOT system an advertisement was put in the newspaper to brief the public on the project and to prepare them on the possible inconveniences the implementation work could cause them.

The project was presented in two articles in the regional newspaper. The articles focused on the effect the system would have on easing the rising problem with fast accessibility for cars on the new harbour front.
**Hjælp på vej til kø-ramte**

**Figur 24 Two articles on the SPOT system. ‘Help coming up to queue-affected’ and ‘A few streets makes a big difference’**
During the implementation period signs were erected informing road users, that the SPOT system was being tested:

![Image of a sign indicating new signal controlling system testing](image)

**Figure 25 'New signal controlling system is being tested'**

### 4.3 Problems Identified

One of the main challenges in this task has been the rapidly changing technology which made the detailed project description obsolete even before the project was really initiated. New possibilities arose and solutions that were supposed to be necessary at design time showed up to be out of date before implementation. Therefore, it was necessary to develop new ways to reach the objectives from the DoW. By being willing to find new alternative solutions, and to use new technological possibilities, this proved to be possible.

Use of data implies that analysis on raw data shows different levels of congestion than analysis done on aggregated data. It has not been possible to indentify the reason for this. Even though aggregated data is collected over 3 years, and the raw data in the analyses is from the latest year, this should not influence the result. This implies that there could be some kind of systematic bias in the data.

### 4.4 Future Plans

The congestion monitoring system is based on data from 2009. At the end of February, data from 2010 will be added, and analyses of time trends will be carried out.
New 2010 analyses will replace the 2009 analyses on the traffic information website.

If new 2010 data show changes in the traffic situation, this information will be used as part of the basis for planning and resource allocation and road users will be informed by news releases, to give them the opportunities to change their traffic habits to suit these new conditions.

A paper has been accepted at the 2011 ITS Europe Conference and the project will be presented there.

In the coming year road users will be presented with more precise travel times each time they download map updates from TomTom. As a part of the evaluation, taxi drivers involved in the study will be interviewed to see, if they have changed choice of route on the basis of this information.

The SPOT system is implemented now, and by the 21st February 2011 a Site Acceptance Test will be carried out. After that a period will follow where the system is optimised, by fine tuning the settings. After-measurements of driving times will be collected to evaluate the effect of the adaptive system.

The measures will be evaluated in accordance with the measure evaluation plan within ARCHIMEDES.